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A
ytBSOLUTE Weight of Bodies, what , i. 84 n,
Motion , what , i. 88 and 89 n.
Accelerated Motion , what , i. 90. How produced,
i. 90 n.
Adhesion
, considerable Instances of, i. rg , 64 n.
Æolipile, Use and Nature of in producing Steam, ii, gon.
Whence its Name , ii. go n. Construction of, ibid.
Caution in using, ii. 91 n. Its Force in bursting
calculated , ii. gL n, Notable Instances of the Force
of elastic Steam, ii. 93 n. What Uses it might be
applied to, ii. 94 n. Trials with Water , ii. ibid,
and 95 n.
Aerial Pulses, fee Pulses.
Æras, what ar,d how manv, iii. 240 . Of tht Argonautic Expedition settled by Sir Isaac Newton, iii . 249Air, Pressure of, causes the P,ile or Motion of Fluids,
ii . 39. Exemplified in a Syphon, ii. 40. External,
"when electrical, i. 72. Generally esteemeda Fluid,
ii. 183. In what Respects different, ibid. In what
Sense incongeakble , ii. 114 n. Has a fixed State, ib,
Alternate Transmutation of evident from Experi¬
ments, ii. 115 n. Hoyy produced, ibid. Qualities of
what,

INDEX.
am!
what , ibid. Its Weight manifest from Reason
Sir
to
Experiments , ii. 121 n. Whence , according , ii,
Bodies
of
Element
An
Isaac Newton, ii . 119 n.
the
120 n. Table of, ibid. Gravity of indicated by
to
of
Spring
n.
125
ii.
,
Barometer
the
Mercury in
for
Experiments
what owing , ii. 122. Common
exhibsted,
shewing , ii . 129. Its Force of Repulsion
Al¬
11. 135 n . Its Density why different at different
ii.
,
upwards
decreasing
How
titudes , ii. 136.
If of equal Density the Height of the Atmosphere
with
might be determined , ii. 139. But decreasing
Altitude
141.
ii.
,
indefinite
becomes
Pressure
the
, ii.
of how determined , ii. 142. Its Density limited
Den¬
different
Two
ibid.
,
limited
143 n. Its Rarity
Rare¬
sities of found by Experiment , ii. 144 n> Its
Boun¬
.
ibid
Neivton,
Isaac
faction investigated by Sir
discover¬
dary of where fixed, ii. 15711. Method for
what,
of,
Gravity
Mean
ibid.
of,
ing the Altitude
, ib.
ii . 150 n . How affecting the animal Functions
icj.
ii.
,
Experiments
many
by
Weight of proved
^ii,.
The Pressure of in raising Water how evinced,
Experri
various
by
J56 . Spring of demonstrable
ii.
ments , ii. 157. Uses and Consequences of,
174.
ii.
,
173. Necessity of in several Particulars
Heat and Cold in are indicated by the Thermo¬
and
meter , ii. 180. Spring of affected by Heat of
Recipient
the
in
of
Rarefaction
Cold , ii. 181 n.
ii.
Air -pump calculated , ii. 195 n. Table of,
of
Effect
the
.
N
196. Direction of from E . and
ibid.
ii . 209. Verified in the general Tradk -winds ,
Waves of, what , ii. 228.
Air -Gun described , ii. 189 n,
de¬
Air -Pump, common, described, ii, 190. Portable
193.
ii.
,
scribed
ii. r , _ n
Altitudes of Mercury , or Water, Table of,
the Sun
Of
142.
ii.
,
determined
Of the Air how
or Stars , what , iii. 249.
, Differ¬
Amplitude, horizontal , of Projection , i, r2o
Occasive
mid'
Qrtive
130.
i,
,
Projectile
ent , of a
what , iii. 286 n.
Ampbifcii, who , iii. 282.
n.
Analysts in Natural Philosophy what , i . 4
Anemoscope,
II d 4

INDEX,
Description of, ii. 2x1 n. Measures the
Force of the Wind , ibid.
Angle under which the Earth ’s Semidiameter
appears,
at the Sun determined, ii. 109 n.
Angle of Incidence
, fee Incidence.
' Anomaly equated or true , how found, from the
Mean,
iii . 161 n.
Anemescope,

Antardlic Circle what , iii. 176.

Antipodes who , iii. 282.
Antœci who , ibid.

Aphelion, what , ii. 102. Fprce of the Sun on the Wa¬
ters less in, ibid. Possesses different Points in the
Orbits of the Planets , iii. 144 n.
Apsides, Line of always in the fame Position, ibid.
Arch diurnal , or Length of the Day , by what
repre¬
sented, iii. 177. Nocturnal , or Length of the
Night , iii. 179.
Archimedes
’s Screw for raising Water , ii. 66 n. Sphere,
the first Orrery and what, iii. 165 n. Mentioned by
Cicero, ibid . Method of discovering the Fraud
in
Hier0 ’s Crown , i. sis seq.
Argonautic Expedition , what , iii. 248. Æra of settled,
by Sir Isaac Newton, iii . 249 & seq.
Artificial Magnets , how to make them, i. 75. Append,
to Lect . I.
Ascension right , what , iii. 256 . Oblique ,
what , ibid.
AscensionalDifierence , what , iii. 356.
Astronomical Principle of Chronology by Sir Isaac New¬
ton, iii . 248 . .
Atlantic Ocean , the Theory of the Tides verified
in,
ii. 96,
Atmosphere, Electricity of how observed in Winter, ' i,
73. Height of how determined by Observations and
Experiments , ii. 141. Whole , its Weight on the
Earth investigated, ii- 151 n. Affected by Attrac¬
tion of heavenly Bodies, 206. What Effect it has
on the Wind , ibid. Of Matter what , i. 12.
Attradlion or Gravity , i. 13. Originally commu¬
nicated by God to aid Matter , ibid. Manner in
which exerted and the Means by which propagated
unknown , ibid.. The Propagation of its Virtue
accounted

I N D E X.
accounted for by several Hypotheses, ibid. Power
of, .is not to be defined, i. 14, In what it consists,
i. 15. Its Force generally decreases as the Squares
of the Distances encrease, i. 16.
Exemplified from
Effluvia, ibid. Four different Sorts of, what , i. 17.
Of Cohesion, eight Laws of, ibid, Proved by Ex¬
periments, lb. seg. C? n. And Repulsion illustrated, i.
18. Seven Consequences from, ibid. its seq, Ex¬
emplified by Experiment , i. ig . Sphere of, proved
by Experiments , i. 22. Of Cohesion, i. 24 its seq.
Accounts for most of the Phænomena in Nature , i. 39.
Of electrical Bodies, i. 39. Fourteen Properties of,
ib . &seq. In the heavenly Bodies, proved to be of
the electric Kind by an Experiment , i. 41 . Magnetic,
its Law ascertained, i. 47. Four Laws of, ib. Con¬
sequences from, particularly a Vacuum, i . 83 . In
what Manner different from that of Cohesion, i. 82.
Its Force as to Sense the fame for any Distance near
,the Earth , i. 83. In great Distances decreases very
sensibly, ibid. A Cause of the Motion of Fluids,
ii. 91 . Illustrated in the Tides , ib. & seq.
Autumn, Middle of when, iii. 190.
Autumnal Tides accounted for, ii. 96.
Axis in Peritrochio , what, i. 156. Of the Earth , fee
Earth.
Azimuth, or vertical Circles, what , iii. 286 n.
B
J> Alance what , and the several Kinds of, i. 165. Pro' portional , what , i. 169 n . Hydrostatic Use and
Description of, i. 282 0 ° seq. Common
Improve¬
ment of, i. 297 n.
Barker, Dr . the Construction of his new invented Mill,
i. 215 n.
Barometer what , ii. 132 n. Simple Structure of one
exhibited , ibid. Rationale of, ibid. its sq. Sus¬
pension of the Mercury in the Tube , to what owing,
ii. 124 n. Its rising and falling indicates the Air ’s,
Gravity , ibid. Wheel , Description of, ii. 127 n.
Pendant,

INDEX.
Pendant , Description of, ii. 127 n. Its Fault , ibidCompound , by Mr . Rowning, ii . 128 n. By Mr.
Caswell, described , ii. 130 n. Common , measures
the Gravity of the Air best, ii. 131 n. The Uses
pf, ii.' 132 n.
Bar -poot in Warwickshire, Account of a Water -mill
at, i. 208 n.
Bees, their ' Cells geometrically constructed, i. 234 n.
Beigbion, Mr . his Table of Experiments for the Power
of Fire -engines, ii. 84 n.
Bellows, Theory of, ii. 217 n.
Bernouilli’s Barometer , ii. 126 n.
Bissextile, why so called, iii. 238.
Bladder, blown , Experiment on for strewing the Elasti¬
city of the Air , ii. 135.
Blackness, what , ii. 362 n. Consequences from, ib.
Bodies, particular , consist of the fame Matter , i. 3.
To what Elements reducible, >. 5. With one and
two Dimensions how expressed, i. 6. Common Pro¬
perties of, what , ibid. Platonic, Number of, i. 9 n.
Property of, ibid. Regular , Number of, ibid. Tables
of for the Cohesion of various, i. 23 n . Hardness of
accounted for, i. 32 n. Electrical Attraction of, i. 39.
Attraction in the heavenly of the electric Kind , ac¬
cording to the Experiment of Mr . Gray, i . 41 . n.
Weight of Matter in, how expressed, i. 48 n. Abso¬
lute Weight of, what , ibid. Descend by Gravity in
right Lines, i. 85. Why with equal Velocity , ib. n.
Farther Illustration of, i. 86. Forces with which a
Body is attracted on two Spheres of the fame Den¬
sity, i. 87. Forces of, are as the Number of at¬
tracting Particles , ibid. Gravity of, decreases with
the Distance from the Centre , ibid. Projected up¬
wards, Observations on, i. 91. n. Free Descent of in
Yaan, i . 108. Properties of, i. 16, 111. Descent of
on inclined Planes and Curve Surfaces, i. iii . Con¬
nected together, the Centre of Gravity in, i. IZ6,
157. Force of, famous Controversy about, i. 241Tranfparent Parts of, reflect Rays of one Colour
gnd transmit those of another , ii, 358 n. Sizes of

INDEX.
the Particles indicated by their Colours , ii. 260 n.
Sce Alotion, Momentum, and Velocity,
Body, Circulation in the human , how accounted for,
i. 35 n. The Forces with which it is attracted with
on two Spheres of the fame Density, but unequal
Bulk , i. 8? n. Animal , a curious Hydraulic Ma¬
chine, ii. 36 11. Ot a middle sized Man, - what
Pressure upon, ii. Ijl . How counterbalanced , ii.
ibid. Sonorous, how its Parts propagate Sound,
ii. 220. How affected by the Air , ibid. The
Tremours of, how propagated, si. 227 . Sonorous,
how agitating the contiguous Air explained and
demonstrated, ii. 232 11.
Boerhaave, Dr . Experiment to prove the Weight of
Light insensible, ii. 227 n.
Boetius Severinus, Orrery contrived by, iii. 16 n.
Bouguers direct and geometrical Computation of all
the Phienomena of a Comet moving in any conic
Section, iii. 214 n,
Beyle, Mr . Experiments of, shewing the Generation of
Air from terrestrial Substances, ii. 115 n . Recom¬
mends Hydrostatic Knowledge , i. 316 n.
Bradley, Dr . his Discovery of the Aberrations pf the
fixed Stars, ii. 278 n.
Brooks, how formed, ii. 15 n.
Burning glaffes, Nature of accounted for, ii. 285 n.
Lunar Rays in the Focus of, produce no sensible
' Point , what , iii. 15, j6.
Heat , 289 n. & j eq.

c
f ^Amera olfctira, what , iii. 78. .
^ ; Gampcna XJmiatoria, see Diving -Bell.
Canton, Mr . electrical Experiments hr , i. 52, 67.
Capillary Hypothesis of the Origin of Springs insuf¬
ficient, ii. 11 n. Glass I ubes, Phænomena of with
Water accounted for, i. 32 n. Heights of the Fluid
in different Tubes invenely as the Diameters de¬
monstrated, i. 25 n . With Quicksilver the Phæno¬
26 n,
mena are the Reverse of that with Water ,
Confide-

INDEX,
Considerations to be regarded in the Rife of Fluids
in , i. 27 n. Table of Experiments on various Fluids
in , i. 28 n. Extraordinary Phænomenon in accounted
for, i. 29 n. Phænomenon curious, accounted for,
35 nCajsmi’s Barometer, ii. 126 n. Five Satellites of Sa¬
turn discovered by, iii. 127 n.
. Caswell, Mr . Description of his Barometer, ii. IZ0 n,
Not fit for comtnon Use, why, ii. 131 n.
Catalogue of the Stats, iii. 262 n.
Catenaria Curve , if inverted, the best: Form for art
Arch , i. 234 n.
Catoptrics, what , iii. 2 n.
Causes for the Descent or Rife of Fluids , ii . 2.
Cavendi/Jj, Earl of, a curious Construction of Thermo -meters by, ii, 18711.
Central Forces , i. 133, 136.
Centre of Oscillation , what, i. 122. Of Magnitude
what , i. 148. Of Motion , what , ibid. Of Gra¬
vity , what , ibid, Sole Principle of mechanical No¬
tions , ibid. Ten properties of, i. 149. Several
Parti¬
seq. Several
Phænomena solved by, ibid.
Gra^
culars of demonstrated, i. 150, & seq. Of
vity in Bodies connected together , what , i. i 5° !
Of the Earth and Moon , i. 157. Of the Sun and
Planets , ibid. Several Particulars of demonstrated,
, the Cause of several
seq. Common
i. 157 n,
Phænomena , i. 158.
Centrifugal Force , what , i. 135.
Centripetal Force , what , i. 136.
Chamber, dark, fee Camera obscura.
Charts and Maps , philosophical Principles of, iii. 306 N,
Chord, Musical, a singular Property of, ii. 264. De¬
monstrated, ibid, 0 seq.
, Astronomical Principle ? of by Sir Isaac
Chronology
Nevjton, iii. 248.
Cicero’s Description of Pefdonius the Stoic’s Orrery,
166 n.
Cimento, Academia del, Mistake about the Velocity of
Sound, to what owing, ii. 238 n.
Circle and Index Horary, iii. 177.
Circles, artlic and antarctic, what , iii. 176.
Circular' '
c

Circular Motion of, 132. Properties, what , i. rz6.
Circulation, how accounted for, i. 35 n.

ClauiiatCs Description of Archimedes ’s Sphere, iii.
165 n.
Climate, what , iii. 281.
Machi¬
Clock, Mechanism of the Parts of, i. 197 n.
nery of the shaking Part , i. 198. Descending on an
inclined Plane, i. 199 n. Mechanism of, ibid. Gf
to ascend on the same inclined Plane
seq. Made
by M . de Gennes, i . 201 n.
Clouds, Electricity from, how discovered, i. 71. Ex¬
periments on, ibid.
Of various
Cohesion, Laws of the Attraction of, i. 17.
Bodies, Table of Weight to separate, i. 20 n. is?
Attraction of, solves several Phænomna,
seq. The
i. 24, i. 32.
Cold, a general Cause of Wind , ii. 203.
Colours, Seven original simple ones, ii. 313. Harmonic
Proportions of gave the curious Hint of visual Music,
ii. 321 n. How discovered by Sir Isaac New-'
The Objects of any of the simple'
ion, ii . 325.
ones, when viewed through a Prism, what the Ef¬
fect, and what the Images of them formed by a Lens,
ii. '’22. Demonstrated in several Particulars , ii.
323 n. Rings of the various Phænomena of shewn
, ii. 341 n. How
by Experiments and demonstrated
produced, illustrated and demonstrated, ii. 347 n.
Science of truly mathematical, ii. 35311. Sir Isaoc
Newton’s Definitions and Precautions about the Doc¬
trine of, ii. 354 n. Different Sorts of, ii. 354' 1 heorv of compounding and decompounding in several!
Instances , ii. 3^3 n ’
and Solstitial, what , iii. 175..
Celures, Equinoctial
Mean Place of found by Sir Isaac Newton, iii . 249,
That of the Summer determined, iii. 250.
Comets, revolve about the Sun in Eccentric Orbits , iii.
105. And Planets , what Properties of circular
of 1682,
Motion observed by, i. isj. That
1758, the Tract of exhibited, iii. 198. Se¬
veral Affections of shewn and demonstrated,
iii.
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of, how formed^ iii.
iii. 203 n. £s? sa, Tails
203 n. Figure of, 204., ibid. Ascent to what
. owing , iii. 204. n. Have no perceptible hori¬
zontal or diurnal Parallax , iii. 204. 0. But an An¬
nual Parallax , iii. 205 n. Different Motions of,
. ibid . Move in Conic Sections round the Sun, iii.
205 n . Their Orbits Ellipses, ibid. Periodical
Tiir .es of, ibid. Its Motion may be calculated in a
Parabolic Orbit , iii. 206 11. Velocity of, in Perihelio, ibid. & sea. Phænomena of one moving in a
Parabola near the Vertex , iii. 21 in . Difficulty of
computing its Periodical Time , iii. 217 n. Table
of Longitude and Latitude of, iii. 218 11.
Structure and Rationale
Comctarium what , iii. 108.
of, i. 205 n.
Cometography Newtonian, a Compendium of, iii. 203 n.
Condenser, Gage of, what, ii. 198 n.
CoudnitS supplied from Springs above them, ii. 5. De¬
monstrated, ii. 6 n.
Conformation of the Eye various, iii. 32 n.
Conic Sections, Refraction inCurves of, demonstrated,
iii. i 8 ii.
Conjunctions and Oppos.ticns of the Planets, iii. 134.
Between two of Venus, iii . 141 n.
Conciliations, when invented, iii. 255 n. Catalogues,
leverax of, ibid. Flarnjleed’s the chief, hi . 256 n.
Of the Twelve Signs, in. 257. Of the N . Hemi¬
the S. Hemisphere, 260,
sphere, iii. 258, sq. Of
ibid.
Continent, what , iii. 283.
Controversy, a famous one, whether the Force of Bo¬
dies in Motion striking each other, be proportion¬
able to the simple Velocity, or the Square oi
Metaphysical Di¬
the Velocity ? i. 241 n.
stinction cf vis viva and •bis mortua considered,
242 11. seq. ibid . Another Distinction between
Force and Pressure, examined in every possible Case
where the Force of Bodies can vary, i. 244 n. Un¬
supported also by Experiment , i. 246 n. Cavities
made in soft Clay by falling Bodies not to the Pur¬
pose, and why, i. 246 n.

I

INDEX,

or Pythagorean System , iii. 97. Why so
called, iii. 103 n. By wsiom adopted, ibid.
Cornea, see Eye.
Crane, see Syphon.
Crepusculum, where
least, and where greatest, iii.
184 n.
Crystalline Humour , see Eye.
Cupping accounted for by the Spring of the Air , ii.
177.
Curve, hyperbolic, formed by Water in Glass Planes
demonstrated, i. 25 n. Surfaces, the Descent of
Bodies on, i. III.
Sec Motion.
Cycle of the Sun, to find any Year of, exemplified by
a Table , iii. 243, its seq. Metonic , what , iii. 244.
Explained , ibid. & seq. Of
Induction what, iii.
246 . How many, iii. 241 . Of the Sun accounted
for, ibid.
Cycloid, Nature and Use of in Pendulums and Time¬
keeping Instruments , i. 118 n . Nature cf illu¬
strated, i. its seq. Several
Particulars relating to
a Pendulum, i. 121 n. Property of, i. 127. The
Curve of quickest Descent demonstrated, i. 128 n.
its seq.
Copernican

D
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AT,

natural, what, iii. 223. Solar, what, iii. 231.

Sidereal , what , ibid. Illustrated an ! explained, iii.
Begins differently in different Parts of the
World , iii. 236.
Declination and Inclination of the Needle what , i. 46 n.
Of the Sun and Stars, what , iii. 256.
Density, what , i. 84 n .
Proportions of, what , ibid.
Of the Air different and why, ii. 136. How it de¬
creases upwards, ii. 137.
Derham, Dr . measured the Velocity of the Wind,
ii. 2/1 n. Table of Experiments made on Guns
at 12 Miles distant, ii, 244 n.
Desaguliers, Dr . his Improvements to the Fire Engine for
raising Water by Steam, exhibited and explained, ii.
87 n.
Descent of Fluids by what caused, ii. 2. Of Bodies by
'Gravity in what Direction , i, 83. See Bodies'.
■M'

its seq.

De-

INDEX.
Descenswn

oblique , what , iii. 256.

Dial, Horizontal , what , iii. 271 n . Direct 8. and N,
vertical , Reason of, iii. 272 n.
Dialling, Theory of, iii. 69 n.
Diatonic Scale of Mufick , what , ii. 254.
Dionysian Period , what , iii. 247. Why caHed great

the Paschal Cycle, ibid.
Dioptrick Problems universal Method by Fluxions de¬

monstrated in many Cafes, iii. 10 n;
Dioptrics, what , iii. 2 n.
Dipping Needle, what , i , 42;
Distillation, Dr . Hale s Method of producing Air by,
ii. 116 n.
Dijfolutim of Metals accounted for, i. 38 m
Diversity of Ratio ’s, i. 7 n.
Dittcn, curious Property of Speculums discovered by,
iii. 9 n.
Diving - Bell, Use of, , on what depending, ii. 174Why in the Form of a Bell, ii. 175. Dr . Halley’
s
Form of described- in 175 ry Inconvenience of, h178 n. Improvements in, ii. 178 n. Description
of Mr . Driewalcl's of, ii. 179■n.
Divisibility of Matter , what , i. 9. An easy Demonstra¬
tion of, h 10 n. Another , ibid.
Dominical Letters, what , and why so called, iii. 242.
Drawing, an Observation for- taken from the Garters
Gbscura,. iii. 83 n.
Drop, spherical of falling Rain - Phænomena of Reflec¬
tion and Refraction in, illustrated, ii. 355.
Drops of Glass, the Phænomena accounted for, i. 38 n.
Duplicate Ratio , what , i. 7 m
E
If AR, curious Structure of, described, ii. 2T9 n*
J'~i How Sounds are excited in the Mind , ii. 222 n*
iiart -k, with its Moon , mean Distance of, iii. 116. Its
Phasts as appearing from the Moon , iii . 122 n.
True Figure of demonstrated, iii. 142 n. &sD
Earth ’s Orbit , why elliptical , iii. 144 n.
Earth ’s third Motion represented by an Orrery , n,;
169 n. Remarkable Phænomena , from the Motion
of its Axis, iii. 170 n. & fig. Conical
Motion ot

INDEX.
the Axis os, investigated by-Sir Isaac Newton, iih
170 n. Shadow, to find Magnitude of, iii. 193 m
Method of measuring its Magnitude , iii. 292 n.
Attempted in Holland by Snelling and Muschenbroek
,
iii. 293. By Norwood in England, ibid . ' Its Figure
whether an oblate or oblong Spheroid, iii. 294 n.
N . Pole Mensuration of a Degree at, for determining,
iii . 29511. Axis, Physical Explication of, iii. 751,
& seq.
East Wind , tinder the Equator , ii. 207 n.
Ebullition and Heat accounted for, i. 37 n.
Eccentricities of the Orbits of the Planets , iii. 144 n„.
Inconsiderable, iii. I 52, Their
Motions circular,
iii. 153.
Echo, what , ii. 239 .
Nature of, accounted for, ii.
241 n. Of a single Sound observed by Dr . Derham,
ii. 244 n. Polyphonous Uses of, ii. 244 n.
Eclipse of the Sun , iii. 196 n. Calculated when no
Refraction alters the Latitude , iii. 198 n. C seq.
Where it has any Latitude , iii. 197 n. & seq. On
an equinoctial Day represented, iii. 200 n . Lunar,
constructed , iii. 201 n. Theorem for finding the
Ecliptic Limit , iii. 202 n.
Ecliptic, the Inclination of the Planets Orbits to, iii.
108 n. What , iii. 173. Signs on the, Names of,
ibid.
Effluvia, Magnetic , Method of rendering visible, i*

44- n.
Elasticity,

.

what owing, 1. 33 n.
Eledlrical Bodies, Attraction of, i. 39. Their Proper¬
ties, ibid. and i. 41 n. Experiments by Mr . Canton,
i. 52, £? seq. Queries concerning , i. 62 . Exhi¬
bited in an easy Manner , i. 63, & seq. Further
Experiments by Mr . Canton, i . 67, U seq. Two
Sorts of, i. 41 n. Difference of Vegetable and Animal Substances, ibiu. C seq. Positive and nega¬
tive Powers of, how excited, i. 69. Of the Atmos¬
phere, may be observed in Winter , i. 73. From the
Clouds in the open Air, how discovered, i. 71,
Elements to which Bodies may be reduced, what , 1.
to
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INDEX.
the
Earth , ii. no
Elongation of the
Engine, Water ,
sing Water by

Elevation of

Water in the Moon estimated by the
n.
Moon , what , iii. 121 n.
by Mr . Newjham, ii . 49 . For rai¬
Fire , ii. 70, &seq.

EpaCts, what , iii . 238.

Epagomena, what , iii. 238.
Epochas, what , and how many, iii. 240.
How generated, >■
Equable Motion , what , i. 89.
90 n.
Equinoctial, what , iii. 173. See Colures.
Equinox, vernal, when , iii. 180.
Evaporation, how accounted for, i. 34 n.
Ruler, Professor, blames Sir Isaac Newton s Computation
of the Sun’s Force in raising the Sea, ii. 105 n.
Expansion of heated Metals , what , i. 125 n.
Explosion. See Heat and Ebullition.
Equinoxes or Equinoctial Points , what, iii. 175. Ver¬
nal and Autumnal , what , ibid.
Section of, iiiEye, Description of its Parts , iii. 26.
27 n . Particular Description of, ibid. Dimen¬
sions of, iii. 29 11. Ratio ’s of Refraction in, ibidVarious Conformation of, iii. 37 n. The Flatness ot
the Cornea and Crystalline Humour , a Defect in, in*
40 . How remedied, ibid.
F.
TsErmentation, how caused, i. 36 n. Dr . Hales’s Me+ thod of generating and absorbing Air, ii. x17 n*
Principal Subjects absorbing Air , ii. 119 n.
Figurability, a Property of Matter , i. 8 n.
Figure, spherical, of Fluids accounted for, i. 38 nTrue of the Earth , i. 142.
Filtre, what , i. 35 n. Vegetation , accounted sorb 'ft
ibid. Circulation in the human' Body, ibid. . Ist
Wicks and other Bodies, i. 26.
Fire, what , ii. 279 n. and ii. 281 n. Engine , The¬
ory of two Sorts, ii. 73 n. For raising Water by
in,
Steam, ii. 73 n. & seq. Improvement
Mr . Payne, ii. 87 n.
Fits of easy Reflection and Transmission, what , ii. 33 °*
Modus a?jhdi pf, what , ii. 336 n.
0

Fixity,
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Fixity, what , i. 27.

Flame, Difference between it and Fire , ii. 283 n.
Florentine, Experiment with a Globe , i. 251 n.
Fluids, spherical Figure of, accounted for, i. 38 n.
What , i. 249. Four Characteristicks of, illustrated,
i. 249 n. Subtility of the Particles of, i. 251 n.
Laws and Properties of, i. 250, Gravitate on one
another , i. 252, Their Pressure, i. 254, Absolute
Gravity of, i. 254 n. Pressure upwards and down¬
wards equal, i. 255 . Surface of, perfectly smooth
i. 257 . Figure of the Surface convex, i. 258.
Why this Convexity does not appear in Fluids of
small Extent , i. 258 n.
Pressure of a Vessel,
what , i. 259. Easy Way of computing by Series,
i . 260. Objection answered, ibid. Pressure against
the Side of a cubical Vessel, what , i. 261. Upon
the Bottom of any Vessel proportional to the Altitude
only, and why , i. 265, iffseq. Lateral
Pressure,
what , i. 262 n . Difference between Fluids and
Solids, i. 263 n. Pressure on the Bottom of Vessels
estimated, i. 263 n. iffseq. General Theorem for,
i . 264 . Pressure Centre of what, i. 265 n. Ex¬
actly balanced by a Force equal to the whole Pres¬
sure, ibid. Centre of, Pressure the fame as of Per¬
cussion, i. 266 n. Reason for trying them with the
Hydrometer , i. 280. Specific Gravity of, how de¬
termined, i. 285 . Motion , to what owing, ii. 2.
Natural Motion of, from Gravity , ii. 3. Rea¬
son for, ii. 3. The Particles of are solid Bodies,
and observe the fame Laws with these, ii. 4 n. De¬
monstrated, ibid. Easily conveyed thro ’ Syphons,
ii. 11. Velocity of a Spouting one, ii. 33 n. Ths
Force of any projected Fluid estimated, ii. 35 n.
Motion of caused by Attraction , ii. 91. Illustrated
in the Tides , ibid. iff seq.
Fluidity accounted for, i. 32 n.
Fluxions, universal Method of determining Reflection
and Refraction , iii. 3 n.
Fly. See
•
Jack.
Flying, impossible in Man , ii. 155 n.
Focal Distance of Convex and Concave Mirrours , Rule
for finding, ii. 21.
E e ?,
Foci,

INDEX.
Fact, or focal Points of an Ellipsis, what , iii.
Focus, what , iii. 15. Why so called, iii. 16.

143.
Imagi¬
nary or virtual , what , iii. 21. Solar, what , iii. 21.
Positive and negative, what , iii. 22. In double con¬
vex lens, Rule for finding, iii. 25.
Foot, Englilh , compared with Standards of diverse
Nations , iii. 293 n.
Force, relative , what , i, 22 n . Of Bodies in Motion,
Controversy about , i. 241 n. Of the Moon and Sun,
ii. 106 n. Of the Air ’s Repulsion, ii. 135 n. Of
Wind on the Sails of a Mill computed, ii. 215 n.
Of Wind mathematically calculated by the Anemo¬
scope, ii. 211 n. Centripetal Law of, determined,
iii. 150 n. & Jeq. Projectile
Ratio of, iii. 153 n.
Forces with which a Body is attracted on two Spheres,
i. 87 n. Two acting on a Projectile, i. 129. Cen¬
tral , i. 133— 136. Centrifugal , what , i. 135. Cen¬
tripetal , what, i. 136. Of the Sun and Moon fir
railing the Water , computed, ii. 102 n.
Forcing Pump, Construction of the common, ii. 56 n.
Fountains, Hypotheses of, ii. ion. Origin
from the
Sea, wrong , ii. 10 n. Two Principles of, ii. 11 n.
Natural , accounted for from Pressure, ii. 20.
Friffion, its Effect on a Machine , i. 170. Not pro¬
portional to the Quantity of Surface, but to the
Weight of the incumbent Part , i. 179. Several Par' Ciculars of, i. 179 n. How diminished in any Ma¬
chine, i. 182 n. Particularly in Wheels , i. 183 n.
Fufion accounted for, i 34 n.

G,
f" yffge, Description of, ii. 23.
■ GaiiLsan Telescope , the first invented, iii. 63.
Galileo, Jupi er’s Satellites discovered by, iii. 23 n.
Gates of a Lock , i. 162.
Gcnr.es, M . de, his Clock ascending en an inclined Plane,
i. 201 n.
-Glass T ubes, Phænomena of capillary , i. 23 n. See
Capillary. Drops , Phænomena of, i. 38 n . Read¬
ing , Nature of, iii. 38 n.
Glasses, different Properties of, in Reflexion, iii. 20 n.

Uni-

INDEX.
Universal Method by Fluxions of, shewing the dif¬
ferent Effects in Reflexion and Refraction , in. 3 n.
Exemplified in the Ellipsis, iii. 5 n. Hyperbola,
ibid. Parabola, ibid. And in all spherical, ellip¬
tical or parabolical reflecting Surfaces, iii. 6 n.
Kinds of, what , iii. 19. Visual explained, iii. 397.
ii.
Globe, Problem curious , for finding its Thickness
15211. Celestial, several Problems on solved, ' iii.
268, & seq. Astronomical Problems represented on"
iii. 277 n . Terrestrial described, iii. 279. Prob¬
lems, several solved on, iii. 284.
Gnomonicks, philosophical Principles of, iii. 268 n,
GoJJet and de la Denille, Mejfrs. excellent lifting Pump
described, ii. 65 n.
Gravejande, Dr . his Heliostata described, iii. 89 n.
Gravitation, Attraction of, i. 82. Of Fluids , i. 252,
2ZZ -.

Gravities, specific , Tables of, f. 290 n.

what , i. 86. Specific of Fluids how deter¬
Gravity, ■
mined, i. 285. Mean , of Air, what , ii. 151 n.
Greatest of the Air , ii. 125 n. See Atiraflion.
Gray, Mr . his Experiment to prove the Attraction of
the Heavenly Bodies electric, i. 41 n.
Gregory J. Dr . Telescope contrived by, iii. 7511. Im¬
proved by Mr . Hadley, ibid . Small Alteration by
Mr . Cajfegram, ibid.
Gregory XIII . Pope, reforms the Calendar , iii. 240.
Gulf, what , iii. 284.
K.

TTjac, Mr . Experiment for recovering the decayed
J ~1 Virtue of Loadstones, i. 50 n.
Hail accounted for, i. 27.
Hales Dr . his Experiment on several live Animals , !!.
n. For producing Air, ii. 115:'. . Graduations
on his Thermometers , ii. 186 11. Computations

relating to Bellows, ii. 218 n. Invention of the
Sea-gage, 139 11 •
Dr . Hypothesis for the Variation of the Needle
j, 46 n. His Observation on Vapours soiling on the
MounE e 3
^

Helley

INDEX.
Mountains of St. Helena, ii . 12. Experiment mado
in that Island, ibid. & seq. In the Mediterranean and
Thames , ibid. An Objection to his Theory of Va¬
pours answered, ii. 18 n. Form of a Diving -Bell
described, ii. 175 n. The principal Phænomena of
Wind taken from his History and Map , ii. 201 n.
Solution of a Problem of Fenus appearing in the
Day Time , iii. 135 n. Method of calculating the
Quantity of the Tropical Year , iii. 225.
Harmony, what , ii. 255.
Halo' s, how formed, ii. 368.
Harmonical Proportion , what , ii. 256.
Harpsichord, ocular , attempted for entertaining the Eye,
with Harmonic Colours , ii. 322.
Harvest Moon, Phænomena of explained, iii. 275.
Hawksoee s accurate Method for finding the refractive
Power of the Air, ii. 39 n.
Heat and Ebullition accounted for, i. 27 n. And Cold
induated by the Spring of the Air , ii. 181 n. A ge¬
neral Cause of Wind , ii. 203 . What , ii. 279 n.
281 n. Of a Polar Day calculated, iii. 187 n, Of
a Summer Tropical Day calculated, iii. 186 n. Of a
Winter Tropical Day , iii. 18711, When a Maxi¬
mum in any given Day , Problem for finding, iii188 n.
Heliomeier, what , iii. 373. Invented by Servington Sa¬
vory, ibid . U seq.
Heliojlata. Sec Gravesande.
Hemisphere, Property of, in Glasses, iii. 17 n. Cele¬
stial, what, iii. 297.
Heteroscii, who , iii. 283.
Hero 's Crown . See Archimedes.
History of the principal Phænomena of Winds , ii. 201Hyperbola, Properties of, i. 326 n.
Hooke, Dr . Inventor of the Wheel Barometer, ii. 138 n--.
Horary Circle and Index , what , iii. 177.
Horizontal Amplitude of Projection , i. 129. Random
oi Projection , what , i. 129. Instrument to draw a
Line truly so, ii. 3 n . Dial , what , iii. 271.
HJkins, Mr . Jojhua, his curious Mercurial Pump , £9
improved by Dr . Desaguliers, ii . 57 n.
Hour - Lines, what , iii. 270 n.

H!t

INDEX.
Huygenss Theorem for the best Lenses, iii. 63 n. Long
Telescope of common Use, ibid. b seq. Contrivance
for fixing Object -Glass on a Pole, ibid. Table
for Telescopes, iii . 71 n.
Hydraulics, what, ii. 2. Signal Example of the Use
of, ii. 36 n.
Hydrometer, Reason for trying Fluids by, i. 280. Use¬
fulness of, i. 281 n. Description of the common,
ibid. Not the best Structure , ibid. How improved,
i. 282 n. Several Experiments with , i. 282. How
to adapt this Instrument to all Uses, ibid. Best Me¬
thod for trying Proof-Spirits, i. 283 . Rationale of,
i. 287 n.
Hydrojlatic Balance, Use of, i. 282, id seq. Description
of its Parts , i. 284. Different Gravities of Solids
and Fluids compared by it, i. 285 n. How common
Water might be made a Standard, i. 286 n.
Hydrojlatics, recommended by Mr . Boyle, i. 310.
Usefulness of, i. 309. Paradox in, solved, i. 267 n.
What , i. 249.
Consequences from, i. 268 n.
Usefulness shewn in several Instances, i. 298. To
find the Quantity of, Pressure against a Shore or
Bank , i. 301. Other useful Problems, i. 310 n.
of Mediums computed, i.
& seq. Resistance
312.
Hygrometer, its Use in finding the Moisture and Dry¬
ness of Air , ii. 187. Best Form of, ii. 188 n.
Hypotheses, three of the Mundane System, iii. 96.
I.

J

.
,i.186
,what
common

-.
Chimney

in the
Fly
for one, i.
Form
Jack , Use of, i. 188 n . Best
18911. Great Powers of computed, ibid. &seq.
set d' Eaus, Theory of, ii. 22 n. Why they do not
rise to the Height of the Reservoirs, ii. 23 n. Ve¬
locity of one demonstrated, ii. 25 n. Tables of the
Height to which they rise, ii. 27 n. Path they
describe, ii. 34.
Illumination, Circle of, what , iii. 177.
Several
Images of Objects in various Glasses, iii. 12 n.
ThqoE e ij.
Ack,

INDEX.
Theorems for finding, ibid. U seq. Of Objects , various Positions of, iii, 22. Of Objects , in what Fo¬
cus of refrangible Rays to be placed, iii. 72 11.
Imaginary or Virtual Focus , what , iii. 21,
Impenetrability, See Solidity.
Impetus, what, i. 129.
Incidence, Angle of, ii. 295, 296 n . And Refrac¬
tion , the Sines of the Angles of proportional, ii. 297,
Inclination of the Needle, i. 46 n.
Inclined Plane , what , i, 166. Several Particulars of,
i. 172 n.
Insertion of Light . See Rese/rtion of Light.
Index horary, iii. 177.
Iron- Bars, Instances of Magnetism acquired by, i. 58 n.
Island., what , iii. 283.
Isthmus, what , iii. 283.
Julian Period, what , iii. 247.
jJupiter , three Belts observed, iii. 114 n.
Has four
Satellites, iii. 118. Distance from the Sun, iii. 125
n . Why his Moons move apparently in a right Line,
iii. 123 n. Direct and retrograde, why , iii. 124,
Moons , Method of finding the Distance of th*
outermost, iii. 129 n.
K.

Jg ~Eiler ’s famous Problem , iii. 161, & an.

L.
T Abel, solar, what , iii. 177.
Lake, what iii. 284.
Lanjdown Hill , by Bath , Spring near the Top of, ii.
16 n.
Lanthorn, Magic , what , iii. 78.
Latitude of a Star, what , iii. 258 . Of a Place on
the Terestrial Globe , what , iii. 280.
Laws of the Attraction of Cohesion, i, 17. General
of Motion , i. 101, 102, 105 n. Of Fluids , i. 250.
Immutable , regulating the unequable Motion of the
Planets , iii. 146 n . Of the Centripetal Force , iii.
150 n. Istseq.
Lens, Intensity of its burning , ii. 282 . Separating Rays
like

INDEX.
like a Prism, ii. 314. Axis of, what , iii. 2 n. Ver¬
tex, what, ibid. Several kinds of, iii. 2 n. What,
and how many Sorts of, iii. ig . Refraction by, iii.
24 . Double and equally Convex , Rule for finding
its Focus universally, iii. 25. Convex , Remedy the
Flatness of the Cornea, and Crystalline Humour", iii.
40 . Convex , Advantages of, iii. 41. The Imper¬
fection of its Figure , iii. 62 n. How remedied by
the old Opticians , ibid. And how by Sir Isaac New-*
ton, iii. 63 n.
Level for a small Distance , ii. 5 n.
sever, what , !. 161. Five Kinds of, i. 164. A Com¬
pound Pendulum , i. 173 n. Several Properties of,
ibid. &seq. Table of Powers, i. 179 n.
Llbration of the Moon , what , iii. I20n.
Lihurkun, Dr . Invention of solar Microscope, iii. 86 n.
Lifting Pump , Construction of, ii. 56 n . An excellent
one invented by M . Gojsetand de la Denille, ii. 65 n.
Light, Reflection and Inflection of, i. 38 n. What,
ii. 267. The immediate Means of Sight , ii. 268.
Remarkable Properties of, ibid. £jf seq. New¬
tonian Theory of, ii. 270 n. Velocity of its,
Rays, ii. 271 n. Weight of insensible, ii. 272 n.
The Particles of, have Magnitude , ii. ibid.
of
Reflections from Bodies, ibid. Gf seq. Rays
reflected from various Mediums , ii. 396. Rays of,
Jiow Bodies act upon them , ii. 300 n. Reflection,
and Refraction of, how caused, ii. 301 n,

Velocity

of, ii. 3030 . Refrangibility of, ii. 313 n. Rays of
how reflected, ii. 326. Rays of pervade a rare Me¬
dium less than a denser, ii. 328. The Reflection of
the Particles of, ii. 332 n. How variously disposed to
be reflected and transmitted , ii. 337 . Velocity of un¬
known to the Ancients , ii. 273 n- Rays of, how
many Sorts, ii. 7Lightning and Thunder, how caused, i. 37 n.
Line, what , i, 6. Of the Apsides, iii. 87.
Load- Stone. See Magnet.
Angle the Gates of one should form
Lock, what
with the Sides of a River , i. 228.
Longitudt of a Place, hqvy determined by Jupiter ’s Sa¬
tellites,
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tcllites, iii . 125 n. Of the Sun or Stars, what, in.
257. Of a Place, what , iii. 281.
Logarithmic Curve , its Nature investigated, ii. 250 n.
Lunar Eclipse, Theory of, explained, iii. 319, if sq.
M.
l\ /TAchine, Effect of Friction on , i. 170. Compound
^ what , i. 180. Greatest Perfection of, i. 184.
Friction of, how diminished in, i. 182 n. 183 n.
Maculce. See Spots.
Magic Lanthorn, what , iii. 78.
Magnetic Effluvia, Method of rendering them visible,
si 44 n. Attraction , its Law not ascertained, i. 47 n.
Magnet, several Properties of, i. 42, and i. 43 n. A
surprising Property of, ibid. & sq. Different Powers
of, i. 47 n. if sq.
Magnetism, Instances of acquired by Iron Bars, si 48 n.
Several Methods of communicating , ibid. if sqMr . Haas s Experiment for recovering the decayed
Virtue of Loadstones, i. 50 n.
Magnets, how to make artificial, i. 75, if sq.
Magnitude of Bodies, what , i. 6 n. • Centre of, what,
i. 148.
Maps of the World , what , iii. 299. Principles Philo¬
sophical of, iii. 306 n.
Matter in all Bodies the fame, i. 4 n. Difference arises
from various Modifications, i. 3. Exemplified in
Water , i. 5 n. Figurability a Property of, i. 8 n.
Infinitely divisible in a mathematical Sense, i. 9.
Mobility of, i. 10. Vis inertia of , what, i. 11.
Attraction of, what , i. 12. Repulsion of the Particles
of, what , i. 13.
Maxima apd Minima, Examples of, si 228, n. and si
230. Bees construct their Cells by, i. 234 n.
Mechanical Powers, i. )6i . Why so called, ibid.
Mechanics, fundamental Principle of, i. 162. Not un¬
derstood by those who imagine the Pofiibility of a
perpetual Motion , i. 162. Demonstration of the
fundamental Principle by Sir Isaac Newton, i . 167 n.
Mechanism of the Parts of Clocks and Watches , si
i
190

INDEX.
19O n. Of the Minutes and Seconds in a Clock , !.
197 n. Of the striking Part , i. 198 n. Of Wind¬
mills, i. 219In¬
Mediterranean, Vapours exhaled from, ii. 13m
flux from the Ocean , whence , ii. 14 n.
Mediums, Resistance of, si 312, & seq.
Meniscus, why best in Catadioptric Microscopes , iii.
50 n. Species of Lens , iii. 19.
Mer ca tor’s Projection , what , iii. 309. Of greatest Use
in Sailing, ibid. sis seq.
Melody, and Harmony, composed of twelve Notes , ii,
255.
Mercurial Pump, a curious one, invented by Mr . Hofiins , and improved by Dr . Defaguliers, ii . 57 n. is?
Manner of working , ii. 58 n. Ra¬
seq. Peculiar
Structure plainly repre¬
tionale of, ibid. & seq. Its
sented, ii. 61 n.
Mercury in the Barometer indicates the Quantity of th$
Air , ii. 125 n. 'A Table shewing its Ascent and
Descent, ii. 139 n. Mean Altitude of, what , ii. 145,
Weight of a cubic Inch of, ii. 150 n.
Meridian, what , iii. 174. General , what , ibid. Ho¬
rizon , what , iii. 174*
Meridional Parts, Table of, for the oblate Spheroid, by
Mr . Murdoch, iii . 313 n •
Metals, Dissolution of, accounted for, 1. 38 n.
Meteors formed from Vapours, i. 34 RMetonic Cycle , what , ii. 56.
Micrometer, what, and how constructed , >11. 52 n, ,
New Pocket one, iii. 53 n. Theory of a new one,
. 372, & seq.
iii. 372. General Rationale of, 111
Telescope,
reflecting
or
refracting
the
Applied to
iii. 377. Its Application to refracting .Telescopes
less convenient , iii. 381. Liable to some Objec¬
tions , iii. 384.
Microscopes, single , Use of, iii. 12. Several Sorts of,
illustrated , iii. 42 n. & seq. Single , focal Dis¬
tances of determined, iii. 44 n. Double , what,
iii . 45 n. Catadioptric , Construction of, iii . 49 n.
Reflecting or catoptric , Construction of, iii. 50 :,.
sower of magnifying estimated, ibid. & seq. Pocket
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and universal, iii. 53. Microscope Solar ,
80 . Difference between it and the Magic
iii. 81. Common , Form of illustrated,
Two Forms of, iii. 86 n. How used, iii.
one , iii . 366 .

Several Improvements

what , in.
Lanthorn,
iii. 88 n.
87. New

in ,

seq.

Its various Parts described, iii. 368. Universal,
elegant Construction of, iii. 364.
Mill, Construction of Dr . Barker's new invented one,
i, 2I 5•”
Mills. See IVater and Wind-Mills.
Mineral Springs , how caused, ii. 18 n.
Mirrours, prodigious Effects of, ii. 287 . The Power
of Burning in M . Villette's, computed , ii. 288 n.
What and how many Sorts of, iii, 19. Convex,
Reflection in illustrated, iii. 20. Convex and con¬
cave, Rule for finding the focal Distance of, iii. 21.
Mobility of Matter , what , i. 10.
Modifications, various, form the Difference of Bodies,
i. 3. See Matter.
Momentum, or Quantity of Motion , what , i. 92. In
the compound Ratio of the Quantity of Matter and
the Velocities of Bodies conjointly , i. 93 . General
Expressions for, ibid. n.
Monsoons, various in different Seas, ii. 204 n. Their
breaking up, what , ii. 205 n. Causes of, ibid.
Month, periodical and fynodical of the Moon , what,
iii. 119 n.
Moon, its Attraction causing the Tides , ii. 91 n. When
conspiring with that of the Earth , illustrated, ii. 93.
When that of the Sun is added, illustrated , ii. 94.
And Sun, Forces of in raising the Waters computed,
ii. 102 n . The Elevation of the Waters in by the
Earth estimated, ii. no n. Her Force only sensible
on the Waters , ibid. Without any Atmosphere,
why, iii. 116 n. Has Variety of Mountains , ibid,
Spots on, what , iii. 117 n. Cavities , deep, ibid.
Bright circular Limb , why it does not appear jag -7
ged, iii. 1x8 n. Has no Seas or Lakes , ibid. Spots
in , unchangeably the fame, ibid. Periodical Month,
what , iii. 119 n. Synodical, what , ibid. Phases,
different, of, accounted far, iii . 120 n. Libration,
what , iii. 120 n, Orbit and the Phænomena of,
ibid,

INDEX.
Ibid. What Quantity of its visible Surface illu¬
mined, iii. i2t n. Elongation of, what , iii. 121 n.
Phases of shewn by the Orrery , iii. 192. Dark Sha¬
dow, what Part of the Earth ’s Surface it involves,
iii. 195 n. Its Appearance in an Eclipse, to what
owing, iii. 202 n . Motion of, similar to that of
the Ocean , iii. 319. Harvest, see Harvest- Moon.
Motion, the Deniers of, deny a Vacuum, i . 11 n. What,
i. 88- Absolute and relative, i. 89 n. Equable,
what , i. 89. Accelerated, i. 30. Retarded , ibid.
Equable , how generated, i. 90 n. Accelerated,
retarded,
how produced, ibid. C? seq. Continually
how , i. 91 n. Bodies projected upwards , ibid. Ve¬
locity of, what , i. 91 . Momentum or Quantity of,
i. Q2. First general Law of, i. 94. Second general
Law of, i. 97 . Third general Law of, i. 99, 103.
Of Bodies descending freely in Vacuo, i . 108. Six
Properties of, ibid. The Velocity proportional to
the Time of the Fa !!, i. 109 n. The Spaces are as
the Squares of the Times , ibid. Of Bodies descend¬
ing on inclined Planes and curved Surfaces, i. iii.
Six Properties of, ibid. Descent in a resisting Medi¬
um , ibid. Circular , i. 132. Properties of, !. 136.
Law of Gravitation at the Moon hence discovered,
i. 141. Mechanical , the sole Principle of, what,
1. 148. Centre of, what , i. 148. Perpetual , Impos¬
sibility of, i. 162 n. Of Fluids , to what owing, ii.
2. Of Sound, equable, 237 n. Of the Earth ’s
Axis , physically explained, iii. 351.
Moreland, Sir Samuel, inventor of a Barometer, ii.
126 n.
Moses, a Passage from, how to be understood, iii. 96 n.
Mountains have no Springs on their Summits, ii. 15 n.
How Vapours carried to their Ridges are disposed of,
ii. 13 n. Lunar , curious Problem for measuring the
Height of, iii. 117 n.
Mundane System, iii. 94 n. Isf seq. Idea , august, from,
iii. 96 n. Moses, Passage of, how to be understood, iii,
96 ’n.
Muse, visual , by an ocular Harpsichord, ii. 321 n.
'Myops or Purblind Persons, Peculiarities in, iii. 40.

INDEX.
N.
"KtAtural Day , what , iii. 123.

Philosophy, what,
* i. 4 n.
Nature , most of the Phænomena in, accounted for by
Attraction and Repulsion, i. 39 n.
Needle, dipping, what , i. 42 . Variations of its Decli¬
nation and Inclination , i. 46 n. Variation of ac¬
counted for, i. 44 n.
Nettleton, Dr . Table of Experiments for the Altitude
of Mercury in the Barometer, ii. 133.
Newcomen and Cowloy
, their Contrivance for raising
Water by Steam, ii. 74 n.
Newjham’s Water -Engine with some Variation , ii. 45.
Motion of the Water in, how effected, ii. 49 . Wa¬
ter -Engine , greatest Artifice in the Contrivance of,
ii. 69 n. Its Rationale , ibid. and 70 n.
Newton, Sir Isaac, his Manner of accounting for seve¬
ral subterranean Phænomena by Attraction of Co¬
hesion, i. 32. His Demonstration of the fundamental
Principles of Mechanics , i. 167 n . Experiments with
Globes to shew the retarding Power, i. 322 n. Ex¬
periments, Table of, i. 324 n. and 325 n. Theory
of the Tides , ii. 98 n . His Theorem for investi¬
gating the Rarefaction of the Air at any Altitude,
ii. 144 m His Thermometer , ii. 18311. How con¬
structed, ibid. Opposed by Professor Euler, ii . 105 n«
His Hypothesis about an elastic Medium rectified by
leSicur and Jacquier, ii . 225 n. His Explanation of
the Nature of Waves , ii. 229 n. More nicely deter¬
mines the Velocity of Light , ii. 275 n. Account 's
for the Porosity and Hardness of Glass, ii. 294 n.
His Table of the Proportion of the Sines of Incidence
and Refraction in yellow Light , ii. 308 n. His Me¬
thod of determining the Refrangibility of several inter¬
mediate Rays, ii. 321 n. &seq. His Reasons for the
Reflection of Light , ii. 332 n. Fits of .easy Re¬
flection and Transmission proved by Experiments
with two Prisms, ii. 237 n. Definitions and Pre¬
cautions with regard to the Doctrine of Colours,
ii . 354 n* & sei- His elegant Demonstration of the
Imper-

INDEX.
Imperfection and Error in the common refracting
periodical Times
Telescope , in . 55 n. &seq. The
of the primary Planets stated by, iii. 105 n. First
investigated the conical Motion of the Earth ’s Axis
iii . 170 n. His astronomical Principles of Chrono¬
logy, iii. 248. Determined the Æra of the Argo¬
_6
nauts, iii. 269, its seq.
Newtonian System , that of Copernicus should be so
called, iii. 103 n. Cometography , a Compendium
of, iii. 203 n.
Nonius, what , and why so called, ii. 131 n . Described
*
ibid.
Notes, Musical , Number of exhibited , and their Na¬
ture accounted for in a Harpsichord, ii. 254.
Notiometer. See Hygrometer.
, what , iii. 223.
Nychtbemeron

O.
( ~\ B]'e£ls of the simple Colours , what , ii. 322, and
vV ^ 3 n. The Images of, in various Glasies deter¬
mined, iii. 12 n.
Obscura, Camera, what , in. 78.
Occultatrn of Venus and Mercury, Use of, m . 140 n.
Opacity of Bodies accounted for, ii. 291 n. Where,
seq. ^
why a Body is so called, ii. 285,
Subject of what , iii. 2. Division of, in. 2 n.
Principal Parts of, iii. 3•
Orrery what , i . 202. , An adequate Representation of
sl 65 ";
of’
the Solar System, iii. 154- D
Principal Uses of, iii. 166. By Pcjsidonius, described
by Cicero, iii . 166 n. Contrived by Sevennus BoeHemispherical, ' described, iii.
thinus iii . 167 n.
168 n. Large one by Mr . 'Rowley, iii . 168 n. What
Sort , the best, iii. 169 n. The Circles on, explain¬
ed iii. 178 n. Shows the Variety of Seasons, iii.
179 tef seq. The various Phases of the Moon, iii.
192! Eclipses of the Moon , iii. 192. Transits of
Mercury, and Venus, ibid . by Mr . J . Neale, i . 204 n.
Oscillation, Centre of in a Pendulum, , i. 122.
OtacouJHcs, Instruments , why so called, ii. 246.
Opake,
Optics,

INDEX.
and Hardness of Bodies, as Glass, accounted
for, ii. 294.
Posionius, Orrery of described by Cicero, iii . 166 n.
Power of Attraction , what , i. 14. See Attraction.
Different , of Magnets , i. 47 n. Of Electricity,
what , and how (excited, j, 69. Mechanical Number
of, i. 161. Of the Wedge demonstrated, i. 172 n.
Of the Lever-Table , for, i. 179 n. Simple, com¬
bined in compound Machines, i. 180. Of Clocks
and Watches , i. 189, fee Clocks. Retarding , whence,
i. 316 n. That by which Light is reflected and re¬
fracted, ii. 335 n.
Precipitation, how accounted fop, i. 36 n.
Prime, vertical , what , iii. 268 n.
Principle, fundamental , of Mechanics , i. 162. Of
Hydrostatic Processes, j. 271 n.
Prism. See Colours.
problem, curious , solved and demonstrated, ii. 152 n.
Several useful Ones in Hydrostaticks , i. 302 b seq.
How Glass polished by fretting Substances"can re¬
flect, solved, ii. 334 n. Curious , for finding the
Height of a lunar Mountain , iii. 117 n. Several,
solved by Jupiter ’s Satellites, iii. 125 p. By Dr.
Halley from Venus ’s appearing in the Day -time, iii.
135 n. Famous, , proposed by Kepler, iii . 161 n.
To determine the Ratio of Heat which any Place
receives from the Sun, iii. 184 n, For finding the
Heat of any Day , iii. 184 n. <Sseq. Several , on the
, celestial Globe solved, iii. 268 IS seq. On the ter¬
restrial Globe , iii. 284. Geographical , by Trigono¬
metry, iii. 306 n.
Pressure, of Fluids from their Gravity , i. 254. Centre
of, what , i. 265 n. Easily conveys them through
Syphons, ii. 11. ' Causes the Rife of Water in Wells,
ii. 16. Of the Air a Cause of the Motion ofFluids , ii. 39Of Air on the Body of a Middle - sized Man , what , ii.
148. How counterbalanced, ii. 49 . Effects of, 151 n.
Projectile, what , j, 129. Acted upon by two Forces,
i . 129. What Line it describes, i. 130. Different
Amplitudes of, i. 130. How it describes a Para7
kola, ibid.
Projection, the horizontal Random of, i. 129. Ortho¬
graphic,
Porosity

INDEX.
graphic , of the Sphere, iii. 306 n. Stereographs
iii. 307. Globular , what , iii. 283.
n.
Proo/'- Spirits , best Method of trying , j. 183
Of Mat¬
6.
i.
,
what
j
Properties, common, of Bodies
». Of
43
42,
i.
,
Magnets
of
,
Several
n.
8
ter , i.
, ii,
Air
of
Waves
Cycloid , i. 127. Several of the
24.
iii.
,
Refraction
by
Lenses
229 fs*Je j' - Of
Ratio.
Proportion, barmonical , what , ii. 256. See
11.
169
i.
;
Proportional Balance , what
iii. Sj.
Ptolemaic System of the World , what ,
i. 170 n.
of,
Putties, what , i. 165. Particulars
Properties ofSeveral
.
428
Pulses, aerial ; what , ii.
ii. 229.
by a Model
Pump, common , Effect of, ii. 44 . Shewn
ii. 54 m
for,
Rule
General
ibid.
,
Glass
in
of one
, how
Lifting
.
Forcing , Construction of, ii. 56 11
de¬
one
curious
a
,
Mercurial
ibid.
constructed ;
,
Paris
at
scribed, iii $7 n. Lifting , excellent one
raise
will
one
single
ii. 65 n. Greatest Height ; a
Compound , deWater by a Piston , what , ii. 67 n. by
few Men , or
practicable
Not
n.
74
ii.
,
scribed
75 n. its feq.
ii.
,
Steam
by
Easy
Horses; iii 75 n.
Peculiari391
iii.
owing,
what
to
,
People
Purblind
ties ih, iii. 46.
125 n . Table of Expansion
pyrometer described,
bf Metals {hewn by, iii. 126 m
m . 97. Why fa
Pythag■orean, or Copernican System,
tailed ; iii. J02 m

Q. ...

(TiUadrant of Altitude , what , in. I 77 ‘.
mntity , hbw generally denoted, I. 7 ft.
129,
horizontal , of Projection , what , i. Diffe¬
Rainbow, natural Cause, what , in 367 n.
, ii.
rent Affections of this Phrenomenon illustrated
this
which
on
,
Principles
368 n. Mathematical
Phænotnenon depends, ii. 369
ii. iqz n»
Rains, why a Part of the Sea so called,
, ii. 90.
Æolipile
the
by
shewn
,
Rarefaction of Water
195 n.
ii.
,
-Pump
Of Air in the Recipient of an Air
ex¬
How
ibid.
,
what
,
Simple
.
n
Ratio, what , i. 6
what,
,
pressed, i. 7 n . Diversity of, ibid. Duplicate force
Of projectile
ibid. Triplicate , what ,f ibid.
>n
3
F
>Ardom,

INDEX.
in a Circle to that in a conic Section determined, iii.
I53 nRationale of fifty Experiments on the Air -Pump , ii.
155 n. & seq.
Rays, different Refrangibility of, ii. 301 fcf seq. Re¬
fracted, appear in th -ir proper Colours, ii. 312. Se¬
paration of by a Lens , ii. 314. Particular Degree
of Refraction in each, ii. 315 n. Parallel , what,
iii. 8. Converging , what , iii. 10. Diverging,
what , iii. 13. Parallel , on a plane Speculum, how
reflected, iii. 21.
Reading- Glass, Nature of, iii. 38. General Use of,
to what owing, iii. 41.
Reciprocating Springs , fee Springs.
Reduplication of Sound, fee Sound.
ReJleBing Telescope , see Telescope. Microscope , see
Microscope.
Resection and Inflection of Light accounted for, i. 38 n.
Of Light , its Cause, ii. 33611. Particular Manner
of unknown , ibid. See Light.
Refraction, the particular Degree of every Species of
Rays , ii. 315 n. To what owing, ii. 336 n. In
Curves of the conic Sections demonstrated, iii. 18 n.
See Light.
Refractive Power of the Air how determined, ii. 309 n.
its seq.
Refrangibility of the Sun’s Light accounted for, ii. 313
n . Of several intermediate Rays determined, ii.
Z2i n.
Refrangible Rays , what , iii. 72 n. See Rays.
Regular Bodies, i. 9 n.
Relative Force , what , i. 22 n.
Weight of Bodies,
what , i. 85 n. Motion , what , i. 88, 89 n.
Renitency of the Air , what , ii. 128.
Repulsion, what , i. 13. Difference between it and At¬
traction , ibid. n . In the Air , its Force , ii. 135 n.
Resitutive Force of a String, what , ii. 236 n.
Retarded Motion , what , i. 89.
Retina , what , iii. 29.
Rhumb- Line , what , iii. 312 n.
Ring of Saturn described, iii. 124.
Sometimes ob¬
served double, iii. 128 n.
Rivers, great , how formed, ii. 15 n.

I N D E X.
of Fluids , by what caused, ii. 2.
Rotation, diurnal , of the Earth , ii. 97 n.
Rowley, Mr . his large Orrery , iii. j68 n
Rowning Mr . Inventor of the Compound Barometer,
*
11. 128 n .
Rule, general concerning Pumps , from the Theorem
54 n- For finding the focal Distances of convex
and concave Mirrours , iii. 21. For finding un; *
sally the Focus of a Lens, iii . 25. Of phifosophiz"
pmz ~
r
ing, 1. 2 V/r - .
S.
O-Æk of a Wind -Mill in the Form of elliptical Sec¬
tors, ii. 2x7 n. Best Position of, i , 219. Theory,
’
&c. of , i. 220 n .
n.
306
iii.
of,
Way
true
only
the
Sailing,
Satellites of Jupiter, Times and Distances of their Re¬
volution , iii. 120 fet seq. First discovered by Gali¬
Phases of illustrated , iii. i24 n. Re¬
leo, iii . 123 n.
volve about their own Axes, ibid. Noble Problems
solved by, iii. 125 n.
Saturn, his five Moons and stupendous Ring described
iii. 124. Different Phases of the Ring , iii. 127 n.
Savery, Captain , Account of his Fire -Engine , ii. 74 n.
Scale, diatonic , o; Mustek , what , ii. 254.
Screw, what , st 166. Force of, i. 173 n. Archimedes’s, for raising Water , described, ii. 66 n.
Sea, what , iii. 283.
Sea- Gage, Description of, ii. 139 n . How used, ibid.
Form of for Depths described, ii."
& seq. New
141 n.
Various Ap¬
Seasons, Variety of, whence, iii. 178,
Shewn
seq.
U
179
ii.
caused,
how
of,
pearances
for by
by the Orrery , iii. 179 &seq. Accounted
the Earth ’s Motion in its Orbit , iii. 180.
Settion of the human Eye , iii. 27 n.
Semitones, fee Scale of Mustek.
Semi-tycbonic SyRem, what , iii. 101 n.
Shadow, dark , how estimated, iii. 198 n. Partial fee
Penumbra.
Sharps, fee Tune.
, fee Purblind.
Shortsighted
Simple Ratio , what , i. 6 n,
Rise

5

Sine.

INDEX.
tine of every Degree, Table of correspondent Parts
for, i, 226 n. Of the Angle of Incidence and

fraction , Method for finding, ii. 304 n. fs" seq. Of
Incidence and Refraction in yellow Light , a Table
of, ii. 308 h.
Slare, Dr . his remarkable Experiment to produce Air,
ii. 115 n.
Smith, Dr , his catoptric Microscope, iii. 51 h.
Solar System proved to be true , iii. 129.
Telescope
and Microscope, see Telescope and Microscope.
Soldering accounted for, i. 33 n.
Solid, what , i. 6.
Solidity, what , 1. 7.
Solstices of Solstitial Points , what , iii. 17H.
Sounds, what , ii. 215. How propagated, ibid; Prin¬
cipal Phænomena of explained, ii. 225 n . U seq.
Distinction of, whence, ii. 231. Utmost Limits of,
what , ii. 232 . Velocity of, ii. 233 . How far au¬
dible, ii, 233 n. Real Velocity of investigated, ii.
236 n. Table of different Estimates of, ii. 237 n.
Motion of equable, found by Various Experiments,
ii. 237 n. Table strewing it, ii. 308 n. Accele¬
ration of, depends on the Wind , ii. 240 n. Single;
fee Echo.
Sonorous Body, hew it agitates the Air , ii; 232 n.
Specific Gravities , Table of; i. 290 n. & seq.
Spectacles, concave , Use of, iii. 40. Convex , Advan¬
tages of, iii. 41 . Common , Eault of, iii; 398. Dif¬
ference between them and visual Glasses, iii. 406;
Speculum, Convex and concave, iii. 75 n. Curious Pro¬
perty of, iii. 9 n.
Sphere, Property of in Glasses, iii. 17 n. Of Attraction
proved by Experiments , i. 22. Of Archimedes, de¬
scribed by Clctudian, iii . 165 n . £5 seq. Right , what,
iii . 261. Parallel , what , iii. 236. Oblique , what,
iii. 265. Projection of in Piano, what , iii. 293.
Orthographic Projection of delineated, iii. 306 n. Its
seq. Stereographic
Projection of, on what Principle
depending, iii. 308 n.
Spitits, Proof , best Method of trying , i. 283 n.
Spots in the Sun first discovered by Galileo, iii . ill n.
Some of considerable Magnitude , iii. 112 n . Pro¬
portion of their Surface to that of the Earth , ibid;
Irregular

I N D E X.
r~

Irregular Appearance of, and what , hi. 313 n . Observed in the Planets, ibid. Uses of, ibid. &s eq.
spring, how caused, id. 191. Tides , Time of hap¬
pening, 11. 96.
£>nngr , how supplied with Water , ji. 5. Jo what
owing, ii. 8. See Fountains. Intermittino - and re¬
ciprocating , accounted , for, ii. n . ' Sine1e hnw
formed, ii. i 5 n . Three Sorts of, ii. l6 „ r*
ciprocatmg , how produced, ii. 16 n. Qdd Phænomenon of accounted for, ibid. Intermittino - ac¬
? ■
counted for, ii. 17 n .
n,
124
i.
,
what
Measure,
of
,
universal
,
Standard
Star, rising or setting cosmically, what , iii. 260 . ' Ris¬
ing acronically , what, ibid. Rising and setting heliacally , what , iii. 261. Why appear and disappear,
in . 262 n. Fixed , Distance of, iii. 263 . Apparent
Magnitudes , to what owing, iii . 264 n. Nebulous,
what , ibid. Twinkling of, to what owing, iii. 265
n . Small ellipt .c apparent Motion of, ibid. To
what owing, iii. 2669 . fsf/ry.
Steam, Water raised by, ii. 7471, Rarity of,/ii . 7671.
Steel, Manner of hardening , i. 79 n.
Stentorophonic Tube , why so called, ii. 246. Structure
of explained , ii. 247 n.
Stereographic Projection of the Sphere, what , iii. 308 n.
Strait, what , iii. 284.
Strings, musical , ii. 231. Elastic , the Motion and
Tope of accounted for, iii. 255 h. See Vibrations.
Subterranean Phænomena accounted for, i. 37.
Sucking Pump , the common , explained , ii. 56 n.
Summer, Middle of, when, iii. 189.
Sun, Revolution abput its Axis determined , ii. x 12 n.
Demonstrative Proofs for its being the Centre of the
true Mundane System, iii. 132, hfseq . ' Nearer the
Earth in Winter than Summer, iii. 143 n . Appa¬
rent Motion quicker, ibid. Eclipse of, how calcud
lated, iii. 192. Times of entering the Equinox de¬
termined , iii. 225 . How appears to move round the
'
Earth , iii. 186 its seq. Superficies, what , i. 6. *f
Synodical Month , fee Moon.
Synthesis, in Natural Philosophy, i. 4 n.
e .. *
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what , ii. 2. Bent , accounted for, ii. 19 n.
Its Nature not understood by the Ancients , ii. 21 n.
Capillary , Phænomenon of accounted for, i. 35 n.
System, Mundane , what , in. 94.. Of the Wforld, three
celebrated ones, iii. 96. Solar, true one, what , iii.
128, &seq. Recommends itself from right Reason,
iii. 130n . Demonstratively proved by the Conjunc¬
tions of Mercury and Venus with the Sun, iii. 132,
133 n. By the Conjunctions and Oppositions of
Mars , Jupiter, and Saturn, iii . 134. By the great¬
est Elongation of Mercury and Venus, iii . 137. Fur¬
ther Proofs of, iii. 141 £5” seq. Adequately repre¬
sented by the Orrery , iii. 154,
Syphons,

T,
CT^Jhlcs of Weights to separate the Cohesion of various
-*■Bodies , i. 20 n. Of Experiments on various Fluids,
i. 28 n. Of Powers in the Lever, i. 179 n . Of
correspondent Parts for the Sine of every Degree, i,
226 n. Of specific Gravities , i, 290 n, Of the
Height to which Jets rife, ii. 27 n, Another ascer¬
tained by various Experiments , 28 n. Of Experi¬
ments for finding the Power of Fire -Engines , ii. 84
n. Of the different Altitudes of Mercury in the Ba¬
rometer , ii. 133 n. Of Altitudes for Mercury or
Water , 139 n. Of Degrees of Heat in Sir Isaac New¬
ton’s Thermometer , ii. 185 n, Of the equable Mo¬
tion of Sound, ii. 238. Of Measures, ii. 352 n . Of
the Longitude and Latitude of a Comet , iii. 218 n.
Of the Constellations , iii. 257
seq. Of
Arcs of
the Meridian to the Spheroid in Minutes of the Equa¬
tor , iii. 203 n.
Tails of Comets, how found, iii, 219.
Tantalus, what Kind of Syphon, and why so called, ii.
20 n.
Tautological or prattling Echoes , what, ii. 244 n.
Telescope, how
many Sorts of, iii. 53. Refracting,
Construction of, ibid. Power of Magnifying , iii.
54 . Common refracting , the Imperfection of, to
what owing, iii. 55 n. Refracting , Effect of a
concave Eye- glass instead of a convex one, what , iii.
56. Disadvantage of, iii, 58. Advantage of, iii>

INDEX.
60. Galilean , what , iii. 63. Cata -dioptric or Re¬
flecting, Excellence and Mechanism of, iii. 64. Ae¬
rial , why so called, iii. 65 n. Brightness of an
Object in, what , iii. 68 n. Huygens’s Table cal¬
culated, of, iii. 71 n. Gregorian, by Sir Isaac New¬
ton, iii . 76 n. Cata -dioptric , Power of magnifying,
iii. 77. Solar, what , iii. 84 n. How used, ibid.
A new reflecting one described, 369 sis’seq.
Thames, Quantity of Water passing daily through esti¬
mated, ii. 13 n.
Thermometer
, what, and how constructed, ii. 180. Its
Uses, ii. 181 n. With Spirits of Wine , ii. 181 n.
With Linfeed-Oil , ii. 182. Of Farenheit described,
ibid. Qurious , Construction of by the Earl of Cavendijh, ii. 187 n.
Theory of the Sails of a Wind -mill, i. 220 n.
Of
Wheel -carriages, i. 229, 235 n. Of Pump-work
demonstrated, ii. 45 n. Of the Tides illustrated, ii.
91. Of the Compound Barometer, ii. 128 n. Of
Wind -mills, ii. 212 n. Of Bellows, 217 n. Harmonical, rendered more general, ii. 216 n . Of Light,
ii. 270 n. Of Heat and Cold illustrated , ii. 282 n.
Of Compounding and decompounding Colours, ii.
363 m Of Vision, iii. 27 n. Lunar , explained,
iii, 319 iff seq. Of
the Sun, Earth , Jupiter and
Saturn , iii. 356 . Of a new Micrometer , iii. 372.
Thunder and Lightning , how caused, i. 37 n.
Tides, Theory of, ii. 91. OfFIood and Ebb accounted
for, ii. 95. Autumnal , accounted for, ii. 96. Ver¬
nal, accounted for, ibid. To what ascrioed by the
Ancients , ii. 98 n. Phænomena of, agreeable to
Experience , ii. 109 n.
Time, what , iii. 222. Measured by the Motion of the
heavenly Bodies, ibid. Subdivisions of, iii. 223.
British , Account of, iii. 240. I he Emendation we
use not fufsicient, and why, ibid. Equation of, how
made, iii. 235 . Not measured equally by any na¬
tural Body, iii. 236 .,
Tornados, why so called, ii. 202 n.
Torricelian Vacuum exhibited , i. 64 si?" seq. Tube and
Experiment , what, ii. 125 n.
Torrid Zone , see Zone.
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TVWr- Winds , various Courses of in different Seas, in
203 n. General , why they blow constantly, ii. 209.
Transparent Bodies , what , ii. 290.
Triewald, Mr . Martin, his Form of a Diving -bell, ii,
I79 n. His Water -bellows, ii. 219 n.
Triplicate Ratio , what , i. 7 n.
Tropics, what , iii, 176,
Trumpet, Speaking , Nature of accounted for, ii. 242,
Tubes, Phuenomena of capillary, accounted for, i. 23 h.
See Capillary. Torricelian , what , ii. 125 n. Was¬
ter raised in by a Weight , i. 268 n„
Tune, derived frpm aerial Pulses, ii. 250.
Twilight, what , iii. 183 n.
Twinkling of Stars, to what owing , iii, 265 n.
Tychmic System, what , iii. 97.
Typhon, what , ii. 43 n.
V.
jyrJcuum , Argument for, i. 9 n. The Deniers of deny
* Motion , i. 11 n. Absurdity of Des Cortes’s Ple¬
num , ibid, Torricelian , exhibited, i. 64. On the
Air -pump, 156 n.
Valves, the best for Pumps, ii. 55 n.
Variation of the Needle accounted for, i. 44 n. Dr.
Holies s Hypothesis, ibid. {.=?se.q.
Vapour, Quantity of, exhaled from the Sea by Heat,
ii . 12 n. In the Mediterranean and Thames, ii . 13 n.
Driven by the Winds to the Ridges of the Moun¬
tains , ii, | 4 n. ' The Matter of all Meteors , i. 34 n.
Vegetation accounted for, i. 35 n.
Velocity of Motion , what , i. 91 .
Of a set A’Eau de¬
monstrated, ii. 25 n. Of the Wind , ii. 210 n.
Real , of Sound investigated, ii. 236 n. Mistake of
the Academia del cimento, ii . 238 n. Greatest Diffe¬
rence in, 240 n. Stupenduous , ofLight , ii. 278,279 n.
Venus, Account of, iii. 134. Appearance of in the Play¬
time, iij. 135 n.
Vernal Tides , why strongest, ii. 96.
Vertical Circles , fee 'Azimuths
Vibrations of a String , what , ii. 258 n.
Vilette, Mr . his Mirror , ii. 287 n.
Vision, how formed in the Eye , pi . 26 .
Distimst near¬
est Limit of, what , iii. 31 n. Distinct Limit for in
MemotS
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Indistinct Causes
, what
Instruments
refracting
In
of, iii . 33 n.y
the Obstacle to, iii. 73 n. Distinctness of in Mi¬
croscopes and Telescopes , how,increased , iii. 385,
386. Promoted by a Composition of {jlaffes, iii.
389.
Vis Inertias of Matter , what , i. 11. Arises from its
Sluggishness, not Gravity , ibid.
Universe, what , iii . 95 ».
Voice, passing through a Tuboor Trumpet , augmented
by Reflection, ii. 244..
W.
TT/ 'Atches and Clocks, the Power of, i. 189. Me.
of the Parts of, i. 190 n. & seq.
'e chanifm
Water, how made a Standard by the Hydrometer , i.
286 n . How conveyed to Springs, ii. 5 ., Motion
of in Rivers and Canals , to-what owing, -ii. 7. Ris¬
ing in Wells accounted for, ii. 17 n. Efseq. Me¬
thod of raising by Heat and Cold only, ii. 68 n.
How raised by Steam, ii, 74 n . The Forces of Sun
and Moon for raising, computed , ii. 102 n . Pro¬
digious Rarefaction of, ii. 91. Elevation of by the
Moon , ii. non.
Wa/er -BdlowSj new Invention , of -by- Mr .Triewald,
described, ii. 219 n.
Water- Engine , fee Newjham and Engine.
Water- Mills , Parts of, i. 206 . Mechanism depending
on several Principles , i. 207 n. At the Bar-Pool in
Warwickjhire, i . 208 n. Calculation of the several
Parts of, i. 209 n. (A seq- Ladle -boards on the
Wheel the greatest Essect of the Water on, i. 212 n.
Dr . Barker ' s, i . 215 n.
Wave or Pulse of Air , what , ii. 228 41.
Wedge, what , i . 166. Power of demonstrated, i. 172 11.
Weight, absolute, of Bodies, what , i. 84 n. £5’seq. R e.
lative, what , i. 85 n.
Wells, Rise of Water in, accounted for, ii. Xy n. Depth
of, analytically investigated, ii. 244 n.
Wheel and Axle, what , !. 165. Particulars of, i. 17m.
Ladle-board on, i. 212 n. How constructed , ibid,
Jmpulfe on, i. 214 n'. Barometer described, ii. 172 n.
jremote Objects , what , iii. 30 n.
seq.

3 Carriages,
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Carriages, how to diminish Friction in, i. 184 n.
Theory of explained, i. 235 ri, ' Principal Advan¬
tage of small Wheels , i. 239 n .‘
Wheeler, Mr . his Clock descending on an inclined Plane,
i. 199 ».
Whijlon, Mr . his Solar System, in . 156.
Whiteness, what , ii.- 361 n.
Wind, what , ii. 200. Phænomena of, ii. 201 n. How
caused, ii. 200 . Effects of, ii. 202. In the Toriid : Zone sets in, and how, upon the Land , ii. 209.
Velocity of, various, ii. 210. Velocity of, found
by Dr . Derham, ii . 211 n. Force of on the Sails of
a.Wind -mill, computed, ii. 215 n.
/^ W -Instruments , Variation in the Tone of, ii, 252.
Wind- Mills , Theory of, ii. 212 n. Mechanism of,
what , I. 219. Best Position of the Sails, i. 219.
Theory of, i. 220 n. Best Form and Position of,
according to Mr . Parent , i. 223.
Winter, how the Electricity of the Atmosphere may be
•observed in, i. 73. When , iii . 190, Middle of,
iii. >91.
World, Systems of, three, iii. ' 96,

Y.
Ear, grand Measure of Time , iii. 222.

What , iii.
223 . Periodical, what , 224. Tropical , what,,
ibid . Beginning of determined by Observation, iii,
225 . Tropical , Length of calculated, ibid. Civil
Lunar , what , iii, 228 . Civil Solar, what , ibid,
Z.
fOdiac, what , iii. 174.
Zones or Belts, of Jupiter, what , iii. 114 n. Tem¬
perate , what , iii. 176, Torrid , what, ibid. Frigid,
What, iii. 281.
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